can solve complicated and unexpected challenges through network cooperation and collective wisdom. The first morning was capped off by approximate 100 students from New Zealand and America in the Youth Insight Collaboratory who introduced and interviewed famous scientists focusing on the future of our planet Earth in relation to Digital Earth.
In the afternoon, Mr James H. Kunstler presented a report entitled Challenges for the Long Emergency and Dr Elisabet Sahtouris presented a report entitled Sustainable Solutions for a Hotter Planet. Both reports concentrated on the environmental and energy resources problems that challenge the Earth's social and environmental systems. Mr Michael T. Jones, Google Earth's chief technical officer, presented the report Google Earth: A Commitment to Community. He documented the impact of Google Earth by citing their statistics for 200 million hits. Dr David Maguire, vice-president of ESRI next presented the report One Earth, Multiple Globes: Exploring the Earth with GIS, which explored the role of GIS in the virtual geographic world.
The second day of the conference focused on the relationship between the virtual earth representation and the realistic society. Dr Peter Worden, the NASA Ames Research Center director, gave a report on Global Challenges and Earth Observation to introduce NASA WorldWind products and demonstrated how to make use of earth observation data to serve the public, especially in response to global climate change. Dr Bob Corell provided a timely and interesting report on Global Changes for Climate and Environment, International Polar Year 2007Á08: the Big Picture. A series of special reports was [this relates to the word 'series', not the word 'reports] provided on the application of virtual earth and special-geo information system in the research fields of North and South Polar, mangrove, Amazon Forest, Sudan Darfur human rights risk, redwood tree protection, and community activist addressing mountain top removal. Reports in the afternoon cover six subjects, including 20 reports, such as the application of geo-spatial technology in retrieving the biodiversity, the application of digital earth in education, visualisation, et cetera. Dr Vincent Tao from Microsoft presented a report on Empowering the Digital Earth Community through Virtual Earth, which emphasised the value of the application of Virtual Earth in the work of government departments.
On the third day, the application of digital earth technology for local governance issues and indigenous people's empowerment on local, national and global scales became the central theme. Former Wyoming Governor Jim Geringer introduced the latest progress in applying spatial information technology in the government management model to the liing areas of indigenous people. Representatives from the Yukon River Intertribal Watershed Council, including Chief Peter Captain, Sr., spoke about the self-governance issues 65 indigenous tribes are tackling with the use of spatial technologies. In the afternoon, reports focused on the developing situation of Digital Earth in different countries, the integration of disciplines, International Polar Year, the application of Digital Earth for environmental protection and sustainable development, and human health. Along with many interesting presentations, Professor Guo Huadong introduced the Chinese Academy of Sciences' digital earth prototype system. Professor Li Deren introduced the function of Visioncruser TM system developed by Wuhan University in digital earth and Dr Gabor Remetey from Hungary introduced National Agendas for Digital Earth Progress.
On the fourth day of the symposium, effects of technology on the social development were topics of focus beginning with Dr Doug Engelbart presenting the report, Technology for Collaboration and Infrastructure. Mr John Graham next introduced the application of super computers in visualisation followed by Dr Tetsuya Sato, director of the Japanese Earth Simulator who talked about the challenging applications for the world's super computers. Dr Greg Withee, of NOAA emphasised the role of Earth observation systems in the construction of digital earth in his report on Global Earth Observation System of Systems: Critical Content for a Digital Earth.
Virtual Globes for Science and Technology was the afternoon focus with several leading experts, including Bill Gail (Microsoft Virtual Earth), Chuck Stein (Geofusion), David Maguire (ESRI), Ron Ledany (Skyline Software), Pat Hogan (NASA), and Brian McClendon (Google Earth). A comprehensive perspective of the maturity and range of applications from the Digital Earth geobrowsers was provided from these organisations.
On the fifth and final day, Mr Mike Liehold from the Institute for the Future gave the report Digital Earth Exchange as a Digital Commons. He proposed that a better understanding of the combination of technology and human cogitative behaviour is necessary for more effective development of the Digital Earth. One consistent theme throughout the 5th ISDE was the discussion on best methods to spread Digital Earth knowledge around the world to benefit society and the Earth's life-support systems. The Youth Insight Collaboratory was able to provide a grand finale with their group presence and express their understanding of the Digital Earth vision and the future.
The 5th ISDE initiated the first International Digital Earth 3D Visualization Challenge with the six Grand Challenge Winners for 'Servir-VIZ', 'Grifinor', 'The 3D Commenting Tool', 'Idiom Media watch on climate Change', 'UNEP Atlas of our Changing Environment' and 'Tomorrow Calling.' Winners from America, Australia, Denmark, and Britain were awarded certificates at the awards ceremony held on 7 June. Dr Roger F. Tomlinson, the founder of GIS, was awarded a Lifelong Achievement Award. Two other Lifetime Achievement awards were presented to Ms Bonnie DeVarco and Ms Joyce Lynn Foresman for their service to the Digital Earth community over the past decades.
Symposium corporate sponsors included Google Earth, ESRI, the International Center for Remote Sensing Education, NASA, NOAA, Geofusion, Microsoft, SPOT Image, Imaging Notes, Bioneers, The Buckminster Fuller Institute, and Taylor & Francis. The combination of corporations and user communities provided support for active discussions on market trends and capacity in Digital Earth technologies. The symposium provided opportunities for participants to engage in dialogue at the many social events giving all participants a memorable experience.
